
We serve 
and protect 

your surface



Surface protection 
is what we know
For the past 85 years we have been getting to grips with 

the best ways of protecting and preserving buildings, 

wooden constructions, vehicles and boats. Auson today 

is a specialised chemistry company that develops and 

manu factures products in four areas: rust-protection for 

the automotive industry, traditional wood protection, 

roof renovation, and sound damping and insulation. We 

were pioneers in developing products and manufacturing 

processes that have as low an impact on the environment 

as possible.   

One result of this work is our concept for solvent-free 

rust-protection products for the motor industry. A continu-

ous process of development, in close collaboration with our 

customers, ensures that our products lead the field with 

respect to function, quality, and sensitivity to the environ-

ment. Our expertise in surface treatment covers a wide 

area, from modern manifestations of traditional surface 

treatment to innovative rust-protection products. 

We have collaborated with the auto-

motive  industry for 45 years and are 

leaders in the rust-protection treatment 

of vehicles, not only during manufacture 

but also on the aftermarket. We offer 

a wide range of rust-protection prod-

ucts for internal and external use, from 

low-viscosity wax with an exceptional 

penetration capability to long-life un-

derbody compounds and sound-damping 

material. We offer a complete range of 

solvent-borne products, water-soluble 

systems and products completely free of 

solvents.

oem

Major savings can be made for heavy 

 vehicles and trains, just as for cars, by 

 using effective rust-protection. Many 

buses, trucks and train sets cover long 

distances in testing conditions, and 

this places heavy demands on durable 

rust-protection and effective sound 

damping. We have developed several 

environmentally sensitive products that 

give effective rust-protection in demand-

ing conditions. In addition, we supply 

the commercial-vehicle industry and 

the train-manufacturing industry with 

water-based sound-absorption compounds 

that efficiently damp vibration and 

structure-borne noise. On the road and 

on rails.

BuS, truck & rail

Cars without rust have a longer  lifetime 

and are safer. Even cars that have re-

ceived rust-protection when new require 

the protection to be regularly improved, 

particularly in parts of the world with a 

tough climate. We have long experience 

of developing effective rust-protection 

products for the aftermarket. And we were 

first to launch a solvent-free programme 

for the car-care facilities that carry out 

these treatments. We offer a comprehen-

sive concept for keeping rust at bay – and 

it lasts!

aftermarket SaleS



Sound damping and thermal insulation 

on boats place high demands on the 

products that are used. We have devel-

oped a series of effective compounds 

that damp vibration, prevent struc-

ture-borne noise and provide thermal 

insulation. Furthermore, they are easy to 

apply, low-weight and can be applied to 

a wide range of surfaces – all of which 

makes them favourites with both ship-

yards and the boating industry. And of 

course, all products are water-based.

Shipping & yachting

Taking care of homes is a matter dear to 

our hearts. For many years we have spe-

cialised in refining wood tar – with its 

unique properties – to produce modern 

coating products. We have developed a 

complete product series, which includes 

coloured wood tars, based on natural 

wood protection. 

We also have a complete range of 

bitumen-based products for the renova-

tion of felt and tin roofs. Everything that 

is needed for both laying new roofs and 

ensuring that old felt-based roofs are as 

good as new.

houSeS & roofS

Wood tar has been used in the Nordic 

region for centuries to protect and pre-

serve facades and wooden constructions. 

The natural wood protection offered by 

the tar is the reason that many medieval 

buildings are so well-preserved today. 

Auson’s broad range of products in wood 

tar offers classical wood protection in 

a modern form. We combine the pene-

trating properties of wood tar with the 

ease of use that characterises modern 

coatings.

culture & maintenance

environment & quality 
for a sustainable future

ISO 14001

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification

ISO 9001

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification

Auson’s business system complies with the requirements of  
SS-EN ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949 and SS-EN ISO 14001, including  
AFS 2001:1 Systematic Work Environment Management.

It is natural for us to aspire to ensuring that our products 

and our production facility have as little impact on the 

environment as possible. One consequence of this is that 

an increasing number of the rust-protection products 

that we manufacture are solvent-free. At the same time, 

emissions from our production have been reduced to levels 

that are half of the allowed levels. But we are not satisfied. 

We are continuously working to ensure that our products 

and production processes comply with – indeed that they 

exceed – stringent requirements for quality and environ-

mental sensitivity.

ISO/TS 16949

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification



Sustainability
for environment & future

Auson AB
Verkstadsgatan 3
SE-434 42 Kungsbacka
Sweden
Tel +46 (0)300-56 20 00
Fax +46 (0)300-56 20 01
info@auson.se
www.auson.se

As we have introduced new products, and as our products have 
become increasingly well-known, our brands have increased in 

strength. The Noxudol and Mercasol brands now hold a very strong 
position on both the Nordic and the international markets.

our Strong BranDS

tradition & innovation – 85-years of know-how
Auson is a specialised chemistry company that 

develops and manufactures products for rust- 

protection, sound damping, roof protection and 

wood protection. Over 85 years of experience 

have formed our operations, in which we combine 

traditional surface-treatment methods with the 

development of solvent-free products that are 

sensitive to the environment. A continuous

process of development and close collaboration 

with our customers ensure that our products  

are clear market leaders. 80% of production is 

exported – clear evidence that our products  

are appreciated all over the world.
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